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The most common move from bottom is the standup. A variety of standups can be used to escape an
opponent.

From the down position the wres-
tler will start his standup by step-
ping forward with his inside leg while
clearing his inside arm (left).

Young wrestlers often have a hard
time standing up because they don’t
clear the arm or explode up with the
chest.

Halfway into the standup the inside
leg should be firmly posted in front
of the wrestler. Wide foot spread is
essential for maintaining balance.

The second leg in the standup barely
moves as the wrestler drives back
over it, making a slight turn in his
body. He then attacks the hands by
peeling them away.

Wrestlers need to understand that
they must keep their legs bent and
stay in a semi-squat. Wide feet and
bent legs help defend against the
opponent’s counters.

As he breaks free of the locked
hands, the bottom man drives his
hips forward, creating back pressure
against the top man.

To escape, the wrestler turns and faces
the top man and cuts his hand low to
protect his legs. Wrestlers should
look to turn in toward the top man
because this prevents many counters.

As the escape is earned the wrestler
should stay in a low level so he has a
strong stance to protect against any
reshots by the top man.

A strong standup is an important
part of scholastic wrestling.

A key coaching point is to teach wrestlers to “cut through” on a standup by turning in hard and
dropping the hand down. Many young wrestlers fail to succeed at standup because they turn the
wrong direction, trying to run away instead of cutting through and strongly facing off against the
defender.


